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ABSTRACT

This report describes for 2006-2011 the status of the Lake Superior ecosystem, especially of its fish communities and the progress made toward meeting Fish Community Objectives (FCOs) established by the Lake Superior Committee of the Great Lakes Fishery Commission. The FCOs associated with inshore, tributary, and embayment fish populations, those most disturbed by settlement, are not being met, although progress has been made. Nearshore and offshore fish populations remain healthy, and the FCOs associated with these species are generally being met, although poor recruitment of cisco (*Coregonus artedi*) is a concern. Declining prey-fish biomass and declines in lean lake trout (*Salvelinus namaycush*) abundance and growth are indicative of a lake trout-dominated ecosystem where even further reductions in prey fishes are possible if equilibrium has not yet established. Renewed interest in the development of a commercial siscowet (*S. n. siscowet*) lake trout fishery is putting more focus on the offshore community. The FCO for sea lamprey (*Petromyzon marinus*) will remain unachieved unless the population is reduced markedly. Nearshore and offshore habitats require continuing protection, and inshore, tributary, and embayment habitats require further restoration. Efforts to ensure that potentially invasive aquatic species are not introduced should continue. How Lake Superior will be affected by a changing climate remains uncertain. Changes in water temperature, ice cover, and wind speed are portentous making further collaboration between fisheries and climate scientists necessary. Ultimately, agencies must continue to ensure that their surveys are effective and capable of addressing the requirements of today while being robust enough to anticipate future changes in the fisheries and the ecosystems on which they depend.
INTRODUCTION

Lake Superior is the largest and deepest of the Laurentian Great Lakes possessing many unique qualities. It contains ~10% of the world’s fresh water, and, due to its size and hydrology, retains this water for a very long time (>170 years; review by Schertzer and Rao 2009). Anthropogenic impacts are modest. It is the most pristine of the Great Lakes with less than 2% of its watershed impacted by urbanization or agriculture and over 90% of the catchment covered by forests or waterways (Superior Work Group of the Lake Superior Lakewide Action and Management Plan 2015). Despite its size, Lake Superior has a relatively simple ecosystem dominated by native species and has long been held as an example of an ecosystem that is minimally disturbed and slow to change, particularly in the face of immense changes in the other Great Lakes (e.g., Bronte et al. 2003; Mills et al. 2003; Dobiesz et al. 2005). However, this view has recently been challenged as physical and ecosystem-level changes are beginning to be realized (Austin and Colman 2008; Kelly et al. 2011).

Fisheries data are collected and shared among management agencies under the umbrella of the Great Lakes Fishery Commission (GLFC). The GLFC was established by the Convention on Great Lakes Fisheries between Canada and the United States, ratified in 1955. One of the GLFC’s major responsibilities is to develop coordinated programs of research in the Great Lakes, and, on the basis of the findings, recommend measures that will permit the maximum sustained productivity of stocks of fish of common concern. The GLFC, in cooperation with federal, state, provincial, and tribal natural-resource agencies, adopted A Joint Strategic Plan for Management of Great Lakes Fisheries (Joint Plan) in 1981 as an explicit statement for cooperative fishery management on the Great Lakes (GLFC 2007). Lake committees and attendant technical committees are the action arms for implementing the Joint Plan and for developing operational plans for managing the aquatic resources of each Great Lake. To meet this responsibility, Fish Community Objectives (FCOs) (Table 1) were developed and adopted by the Lake Superior Committee (LSC) to define objectives for the structure of the fish community and to develop means for measuring progress toward their achievement (Horns et al. 2003). Every five years, the Lake Superior Technical Committee is charged by the LSC to
produce a state-of-the-lake (SOL) report to assess how FCOs are being met and to identify new and emerging issues that will potentially affect fisheries management. This SOL report describes the status of the Lake Superior ecosystem, especially fish communities, and progress toward meeting FCOs from 2006 through 2011. The Lake Superior basin, including management units, major cities, and larger tributaries is shown in Fig. 1. The scientific names of fishes mentioned in this report are presented in Table 2, including whether the species is native or non-native to the watershed.

Table 1. The Lake Superior fish community goals and objectives (Horns et al. 2003) and an assessment of whether the goal and objectives were realized during the 2006-2011 reporting period.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Targeted Component</th>
<th>Fish Community Goals and Objectives</th>
<th>Achievement of Objective</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Overall goal</td>
<td>To rehabilitate and maintain a diverse, healthy, and self-regulating fish community, dominated by indigenous species and supporting sustainable fisheries.</td>
<td>Mostly achieved</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Habitat</td>
<td>Achieve no net loss of the productive capacity of habitat supporting Lake Superior fishes. Where feasible, restore habitats that have been degraded and have lost their capacity for fish production. Reduce contaminants so that fish are safe to eat. Develop comprehensive and detailed inventories of fish habitats.</td>
<td>Partially achieved</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prey species</td>
<td>A self-sustaining assemblage of prey dominated by indigenous species at population levels capable of supporting desired populations of predators and a managed commercial fishery.</td>
<td>Achieved</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 1, continued

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Targeted Component</th>
<th>Fish Community Goals and Objectives</th>
<th>Achievement of Objective</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lake trout</td>
<td>Achieve and maintain genetically diverse self-sustaining populations of lake trout that are similar to those found in the lake prior to 1940, with lean lake trout being the dominant form in nearshore waters, siscowet being the dominant form in offshore waters, and humper lake trout being a common form in eastern waters and around Isle Royale.</td>
<td>Achieved</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lake whitefish</td>
<td>Maintain self-sustaining populations within the range of abundance observed during 1990-99.</td>
<td>Achieved</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walleye</td>
<td>Maintain, enhance, and rehabilitate self-sustaining populations and their habitat over their historical range.</td>
<td>Partially achieved</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lake sturgeon</td>
<td>Rehabilitate and maintain spawning populations that are self-sustaining throughout their native range.</td>
<td>Partially achieved</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brook trout</td>
<td>Maintain widely distributed, self-sustaining populations in as many of the historical habitats as is practical.</td>
<td>Partially achieved</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pacific salmon, rainbow trout, brown trout</td>
<td>Manage populations that are predominantly self-sustaining but that may be supplemented by stocking that is compatible with restoration and management goals established for indigenous fish species.</td>
<td>Achieved</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sea lamprey</td>
<td>Suppress populations to levels that cause only insignificant mortality on adult lake trout.</td>
<td>Not achieved</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 1, continued

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Targeted Component</th>
<th>Fish Community Goals and Objectives</th>
<th>Achievement of Objective</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nuisance species</td>
<td>(1) Prevent the introduction of any non-indigenous aquatic species that is not currently established in Lake Superior; (2) prevent or delay the spread of non-indigenous nuisance species, where feasible; and (3) eliminate or reduce populations of non-indigenous nuisance species, where feasible.</td>
<td>Partially achieved</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Species diversity</td>
<td>Protect and sustain the diverse community of indigenous fish species not specifically mentioned earlier (burbot, minnows [Cyprinidae], yellow perch, northern pike, and suckers [Catastomidae]). These species add to the richness of the fish community and should be recognized for their ecological importance and cultural, social, and economic value.</td>
<td>Achieved</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 1. Map of Lake Superior showing jurisdictions, the 1836 and 1842 Treaty-ceeded areas, major cities (filled squares), management units, and place names referenced in this report.
Table 2. Common names, scientific names, and origin (native or non-native) of Lake Superior fish species referenced in this report. Non-native fishes with asterisks introduced by management agencies.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Common Name</th>
<th>Scientific Name</th>
<th>Origin</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>northern brook lamprey</td>
<td><em>Ichthyomyzon fossor</em></td>
<td>Native</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sea lamprey</td>
<td><em>Petromyzon marinus</em></td>
<td>Non-native</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lake sturgeon</td>
<td><em>Acipenser fulvescens</em></td>
<td>Native</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>alewife</td>
<td><em>Alosa pseudoharengus</em></td>
<td>Non-native</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>longnose sucker</td>
<td><em>Catostomus catostomus</em></td>
<td>Native</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rainbow smelt</td>
<td><em>Osmerus mordax</em></td>
<td>Non-native</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>northern pike</td>
<td><em>Esox lucius</em></td>
<td>Native</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cisco</td>
<td><em>Coregonus artedi</em></td>
<td>Native</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lake whitefish</td>
<td><em>Coregonus clupeaformis</em></td>
<td>Native</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bloater</td>
<td><em>Coregonus hoyi</em></td>
<td>Native</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kiyi</td>
<td><em>Coregonus kiyi</em></td>
<td>Native</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>shortjaw cisco</td>
<td><em>Coregonus zenithicus</em></td>
<td>Native</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pink salmon</td>
<td><em>Oncorhynchus gorbuscha</em></td>
<td>Non-native*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>coho salmon</td>
<td><em>Oncorhynchus kisutch</em></td>
<td>Non-native*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rainbow trout</td>
<td><em>Oncorhynchus mykiss</em></td>
<td>Non-native*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chinook salmon</td>
<td><em>Oncorhynchus tshawytscha</em></td>
<td>Non-native*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pygmy whitefish</td>
<td><em>Prosopium coulterii</em></td>
<td>Native</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>round whitefish</td>
<td><em>Prosopium cylindraceum</em></td>
<td>Native</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>brown trout</td>
<td><em>Salmo trutta</em></td>
<td>Non-native*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>brook trout</td>
<td><em>Salvelinus fontinalis</em></td>
<td>Native</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>splake</td>
<td><em>Salvelinus fontinalis x S. namaycush</em></td>
<td>Non-native*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lake trout</td>
<td><em>Salvelinus namaycush</em></td>
<td>Native</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>trout-perch</td>
<td><em>Percopis omiscomaycus</em></td>
<td>Native</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Common Name</td>
<td>Scientific Name</td>
<td>Origin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>burbot</td>
<td><em>Lota lota</em></td>
<td>Native</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ninespine stickleback</td>
<td><em>Pungitius pungitius</em></td>
<td>Native</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>slimy sculpin</td>
<td><em>Cottus cognatus</em></td>
<td>Native</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>spoonhead sculpin</td>
<td><em>Cottus ricei</em></td>
<td>Native</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>deepwater sculpin</td>
<td><em>Myxocephalus thompsonii</em></td>
<td>Native</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>white perch</td>
<td><em>Morone americana</em></td>
<td>Non-native</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ruffe</td>
<td><em>Gymnocephalus cernua</em></td>
<td>Non-native</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>walleye</td>
<td><em>Sander vitreus</em></td>
<td>Native</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yellow perch</td>
<td><em>Perca flavescens</em></td>
<td>Non-native</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>round goby</td>
<td><em>Neogobius melanostomus</em></td>
<td>Non-native</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
HABITAT

Despite their implicit recognition under the Habitat Fish Community Objective (FCO) (Table 1), which seeks to maintain the productive capacity of the lake to support fishes, there are no specific physical, chemical, or lower trophic-level (below the level of fish) objectives in Lake Superior’s FCOs. Nonetheless, these features of the ecosystem provide the basis for fish production and are routinely evaluated and assessed.

Physical Parameters

Summer (July-September) surface water temperatures have increased approximately 2.5°C during 1979-2006 (Austin and Colman 2007) and are increasing more rapidly than regional air temperatures due to a progressively earlier summer stratification that results from a decline in ice cover. Over the past century, the length of time Lake Superior is stratified during the summer has increased from 145 d to 170 d, while winter ice cover has decreased from an average of 23% to 12% (Austin and Colman 2008). Warmer temperatures and a longer ice-free season have contributed to declining water levels in all the Great Lakes (Gronewold et al. 2013). Lake Superior water levels were below the long-term average every year since 1998 and continue to decline slowly (Gronewold et al. 2013).

Increasing air and surface water temperatures and a reduction in the temperature gradient between air and water are destabilizing the atmospheric surface layer above Lake Superior. As a result, surface wind speeds above the lake increased by nearly 5% per decade since 1985, exceeding trends in wind speed over land (Desai et al. 2009). A numerical model of lake circulation suggests that the increasing wind speeds lead to increases in water-current speeds. Moreover, long-term warming reduces the depth of the surface mixed layer and lengthens the season of stratification (Desai et al. 2009). Desai et al. (2009) conclude that a warming climate will profoundly affect the biogeochemical cycles of Lake Superior and increase the transport of airborne pollutants into the basin, although the potential effects on fishes are not yet understood.
Contaminants

Keeping contaminant levels below levels of human concern is a key component of the Habitat FCO (Table 1). Lake Superior is subjected to long-term inputs of a broad array of contaminants, although the levels of many contaminants in Lake Superior fish are declining as a result of reduced emissions. Emissions of many major legacy contaminants (e.g., mercury, PCBs, dioxins, and pesticides) within the Lake Superior basin have declined significantly. By 2010, in-basin mercury and dioxin emissions had decreased 80% and 86%, respectively, relative to 1990 baseline levels (Lake Superior Binational Program 2012). These reductions are on target for achieving the goal of zero discharge by 2020 as set forth in the Zero Discharge Demonstration Program established in the Lake Superior Lakewide Management Plan (Lake Superior Binational Program 2012). However, only so much can be achieved by limiting in-basin emissions, as most of the remaining contaminant loadings are primarily atmospherically derived from outside the basin and cannot be locally controlled. Toxic chemicals with significant atmospheric input include PCBs, mercury, toxaphene, and polybrominated diphenyl ethers (PBDEs).

As a top-predator species, lake trout integrate contaminants from throughout the lower levels of the food web and are a useful indicator of the status of contaminant concentrations in fish. Lake trout from Lake Superior are typically less contaminated than those collected from the other Great Lakes (Carlson and Swackhamer 2006; Bhavsar et al. 2007, 2008; Carlson et al. 2010). Median total PCB concentrations in Lake Superior lake trout have continuously decreased an average of 7% annually since PCBs were phased out in the 1970s. Lake Superior supports an important cisco roe fishery with most of the harvest occurring near Sand Island, Wisconsin, and Thunder Bay, Ontario (Stockwell et al. 2009). Madenjian et al. (2014) collected cisco eggs from Thunder Bay during 2010, and reported PCB concentrations (mean = 130 ng·g⁻¹) were below guidelines established by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (2,000 ng·g⁻¹) and by the Ontario Ministry of the Environment (844 ng·g⁻¹). DDT and its metabolites have responded similarly, with concentrations in Lake Superior lake trout decreasing 6.8% (DDT) and 4.5% (DDT metabolites) annually since use of the chemical was banned in 1972 (McGoldrick et al. 2013). Given the substantial reduction in
PCB and DDT discharge and levels in fish, the rate of future reductions will likely slow as these chemicals reach equilibrium in Lake Superior and its biota.

Exceptions to the general trends described above exist. Two contaminants, toxaphene and mercury, are known to be higher in Lake Superior fish than in fish from the other Great Lakes. Toxaphene concentrations in Lake Superior lake trout have declined exponentially following the insecticide’s ban in the mid-1980s (Xia et al. 2012), but mercury concentrations in Great Lakes fish have increased since about 1990 (Bhavsar et al. 2010; Zananski et al. 2011). In Lake Superior, mercury concentrations in lake trout are now approaching levels measured when the long-term monitoring programs were established in the 1970s. Similar temporal patterns have been observed for mercury concentrations in rainbow smelt in Lake Superior (McGoldrick et al. 2013). Increasing mercury concentrations may be due to Lake Superior having a large surface area available for atmospheric deposition and sedimentary rock substrates that provide a natural source of mercury (Zananski et al. 2011).

Recent discoveries of chemicals of emerging concern in the Lake Superior ecosystem have led to additional challenges. These emerging chemicals include personal care products, pharmaceuticals, flame retardants, synthetic musks, and surfactants. The potential toxicity and environmental fate and transport of these chemicals are largely unknown. Also, there are additional compounds in production with known persistent, bioaccumulative, and toxic characteristics, but the vast number of new chemicals makes comprehensive monitoring unfeasible. Available data show that concentrations of PBDEs, a class of flame retardants currently being phased out by industry in North America, have been declining since the early 2000s in lake trout (McGoldrick et al. 2013). Time trend data and even current concentrations in fish are largely unavailable for all of the other emerging chemicals, although these chemicals are gradually being integrated into existing monitoring programs.

Despite recent declines in the concentrations of many contaminants, the concentrations of mercury, dioxins/furans, PCBs, toxaphene, and chlordane in the flesh of certain Lake Superior fishes, particularly larger predatory fish, remain high enough to warrant consumption advisories for human health.
These advisories are issued by the states and province surrounding Lake Superior and are based on data from state and tribal programs that monitor contaminant concentrations in fish fillets, independently from federal monitoring programs. Since toxicity thresholds have not been established for the majority of chemicals of emerging concern, there is no way to determine whether these compounds are present in fish at levels unsafe for human consumption. Lake Superior’s unique physical, thermal, and biological characteristics make it prone to retaining pollutants longer than the other Great Lakes. As a result, chemical contaminants continue to pose a risk to the ecological health of the lake and cause the states and province to issue fish-consumption advisories.

**Primary Production, Zooplankton, and Macroinvertebrates**

*Survey Design and Methods*

In 2011, a lakewide ecosystem survey, conducted as part of the Lake Superior Binational Program’s Cooperative Science and Monitoring Initiative (CSMI) (Richardson et al. 2012), yielded statistically unbiased whole-lake estimates of biomass, carbon, and nitrogen for ecosystem components standardized to dry weight or carbon biomass. This survey was built on lakewide surveys conducted in 2005-2006 (Yurista et al. 2009; Kelly et al. 2011; Sierszen et al. 2011) and was the first to provide spatially coincident sampling of ecosystem components from water quality through the lower food web to fish. Sampling was based on a spatially balanced, random probability design (Stevens and Olsen 1999). Fifty-three sampling stations spanning nearly all 20-m depth bins were surveyed (Fig. 2). The design allowed for calculating lakewide- and depth-strata-specific estimates with statistical confidence bounds (Stevens and Olsen 2003). Ecosystem components sampled at each site included water chemistry, seston (comprising detritus, particulate-associated microbes, and phytoplankton), zooplankton, *Mysis diluviana*, benthic invertebrates (principally *Diporeia* spp.), and demersal and pelagic fish. Zooplankton populations were assessed at 12 transects (usually >10 km in length) using a Laser-Optical Plankton Counter (LOPC) (Herman et al. 2004).
**Primary Production**

Increasing water temperatures in spring in recent years have resulted in a rapid seasonal development of phytoplankton, and these increased temperatures have accelerated physiological processes, such as nutrient uptake, feeding, respiration, and growth (Goldman and Carpenter 1974). Increased spring temperatures have also accelerated thermal stratification of the water column, which influences the onset of the phytoplankton growing season (Austin and Colman 2008; Berger et al. 2010). Primary productivity has been relatively stable in Lake Superior over the past 40 years (Vollenweider et al. 1974; Urban et al. 2005), but Sterner (2010) determined that overall primary production, although stable, is at a higher level than previously believed, with mean water column production of ~300 mg C·m⁻²·d⁻¹ as opposed to earlier estimates of <200 mg C·m⁻²·d⁻¹.

The 2011 CSMI lakewide survey found that dry weight and carbon weight of organic matter decreased progressively from the base of the food web up to fish (Fig. 3). For seston, the weighted average concentration as particulate carbon in the photic zone (to 40 m) was 308 μg·L⁻¹ (95% CI 302-314). This carbon was associated with an average concentration of ~0.8 mg·L⁻¹ of suspended particulate matter. The average lakewide epilimnial concentrations of total phosphorus and chlorophyll a were 6 μg·L⁻¹ and 0.8 μg·L⁻¹, respectively. These concentrations are lower than recent estimates (Bunnell et al. 2014), which may explain some of the observed declines in zooplankton concentrations outlined below.

Fig. 2. Lake Superior stations (+) sampled for water quality, lower food web, pelagic (acoustic) fish, and benthic (trawl) fish parameters in 2011 as part of the Cooperative Science and Monitoring Initiative (CSMI). Also shown are 12 sampling transects (U.S. waters only, black lines) using in situ water-quality sensors and a Laser-Optical Plankton Counter (LOPC) to provide supplemental high-resolution data on spatial variability.
Fig. 3. Whole-lake estimates of biomass (metric tons dry weight and carbon weight) for representative components of the Lake Superior food web in 2011. The estimates exclude the less than 5-m-depth shoreline zone, which was not sampled (2.3% of whole lake area). Estimates were standardized across components based on weight and tissue analyses conducted using 2005-2006 and 2011 samples.

**Zooplankton**

Zooplankton biomass was primarily concentrated in the epilimnion with low biomass below about 50 m and high biomass in offshore (>80 m) waters in both 2006 and 2011 (Fig. 4). Volumetric-based zooplankton concentrations peaked at around the 50-m contour (Fig. 5a), whereas area-based concentrations peaked at contours greater than 200 m (Fig. 5b). Zooplankton concentrations were integrated lakewide by volume and depth strata to determine biomass available to prey fish (Fig. 5c). Biomass available to prey fish in 2011 was 126,000 metric tons (dry weight) compared to 141,000...
metric tons in 2006, a decline of 11%. Differences in concentrations in the bottom strata with the greatest total volume (~150-200 m) were large enough that scaling/weighting by stratum and volume likely created much of the apparent decline. Scaling to whole-lake biomass will be particularly sensitive to differentially large weighting factors across the lake (Fig. 6a). Ultimately, the observed difference may be more apparent than real because sampling power is inadequate to detect small differences in a system so large.

Fig. 4. Zooplankton concentration isopleths (mg·m$^{-3}$) based on Laser-Optical Plankton Counter (LOPC) tows plotted as a function of bottom depth and depth in the water column in U.S. waters of Lake Superior in 2006 (a) and 2011 (b).
Fig. 5. Zooplankton concentrations in Lake Superior estimated by depth strata in 2006 (Δ) and 2011 (●): (a) volumetric concentrations (mg·m$^{-3}$), (b) areal concentrations (mg·m$^{-2}$), and (c) cumulative total biomass for top 140 m by depth strata weighted by hypsographic curve.
Fig. 6. Lakewide zooplankton biomass (metric tons) by (a) bottom depth and (b) depth-strata in water column estimated for U.S. waters of Lake Superior less than 100-m deep based on Laser-Optical Plankton Counter (LOPC) tows in 2006 (△) and 2011 (●).
With the new LOPC technology, concentration profiles were available for the water column, and, by integrating biomass across water-column strata or bottom-depth strata, it was possible to get a relative depiction of the importance of spatial distribution in total zooplankton biomass for the whole lake (Fig. 6b). This biomass integration indicated that the region of highest total zooplankton biomass was 15-25 m below the surface between bottom-depth contours of approximately 50 and 250 m.

A few major taxa comprised the majority of zooplankton biomass across all stations (Table 3). No substantial changes occurred between 2006 and 2011 in the spatial distribution of major species (sites at which present). Some species were widely distributed in the lake, notably most calanoid copepods, some cyclopoids, *Bosmina*, *Daphnia galeata*, *Bythotrephes*, and *Holopedium*. 
Table 3. Zooplankton taxonomy, number of stations where present, and average biomass (mg·m\(^{-3}\)) density across stations in vertical net tows in Lake Superior in 2006 (Yurista et al. 2009) and 2011.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Species</th>
<th>2006</th>
<th></th>
<th>2011</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Stations Present</td>
<td>Biomass mg·m(^{-3})</td>
<td>Stations Present</td>
<td>Biomass mg·m(^{-3})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adult calanoids</td>
<td>Diaptomus ashlandi</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Diaptomus minutus</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>71.9</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>47.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Diaptomus oregonensis</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>362.5</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>20.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Diaptomus sicilis</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>619.6</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>631.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Epischura lacustris</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>257.4</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>129.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Limnocalanus macrurus</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>4,942.2</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>3,183.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Senecella calanoides</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adult cyclopoids</td>
<td>Cyclops bicuspidatus thomasi</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>601.8</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>507.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mesocyclops edax</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>416.8</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>3.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tropocyclops prasinus mexicanus</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>178.2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bosminids</td>
<td>Bosmina longirostris</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>632.5</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>292.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daphnids</td>
<td>Daphnia galeata mendotae</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>1,366.3</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>2,018.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Daphnia longiremis</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Daphnia retrocurva</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2,836.7</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>65.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3, continued

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Species</th>
<th>2006</th>
<th></th>
<th>2011</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stations Present</td>
<td>Biomass mg·m⁻³</td>
<td>Stations Present</td>
<td>Biomass mg·m⁻³</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Immature calanoids</td>
<td>Diaptomus copepodites</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>9,000.6</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>9,356.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Epischura copepodites</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>434.4</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>44.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Limnocalanus copepodites</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>7.9</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>21.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Senecella copepodites</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>239.3</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>79.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cyclops copepodites</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>944.7</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>303.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mesocyclops copepodites</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>279.3</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>2.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tropocyclops copepodites</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>80.9</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other cladocerans</td>
<td>Bythotrephes longimanus</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>676.4</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>462.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ceriodaphnia lacustris</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1,211.6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ceriodaphnia reticulata</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>121.3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ceriodaphnia spp.</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>270.0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Chydorus gibbus</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Chydorus sphaericus</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Diaphanosoma birgei</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2,474.7</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Holopedium gibberum</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>3,253.9</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>3,131.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Leptodora kindtii</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>87.9</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Macroinvertebrates**

Whole-lake estimates of *Diporeia* spp. and *Mysis* in 2011 were 68 trillion (95% CI 46-90) and 9.9 trillion (95% CI 6.6-13.3), respectively. Overall, water quality and plankton showed minor horizontal (inshore to offshore) variability as indicated by low confidence intervals for seston and zooplankton (Fig. 3). Abundance of seston and plankton spatial variability relates principally to the vertical structure of summer stratification and the influence of light and thermocline structure on chemistry and biology. In contrast, abundance of macroinvertebrates and fishes increased or decreased as a function of water depth. For example, *Diporeia* spp. abundance peaked in waters <100 m in depth. *Mysis* showed a general increase from nearly zero at the shallowest nearshore stations to the highest levels in deep offshore waters (Fig. 7). *Mysis* abundance has been reported only intermittently for Lake Superior; whole-lake estimates exist for the 1970s (Carpenter et al. 1974), the 2005-2006 CSMI period (Isaac 2010; Kelly et al. 2011), and now 2011. *Mysis* depth distribution and movement patterns in 2011 were generally similar to those measured in previous periods.

Fig. 7. Biomass (dry metric tons) of *Mysis* and benthic fishes in 2011 estimated for 20-m-depth bins at depths from 5 to 320 m, which encompasses ~97% of the benthic area of Lake Superior.
When considering the virtual depletion of *Diporeia* spp. from the other Great Lakes, the continued vibrancy and a possible increase of *Diporeia* spp. (an important prey source) in Lake Superior is notable. For years, surveys missed the large biomass of *Diporeia* spp., which represents about 60% of the total benthos biomass in the nearshore zone, because the nearshore zone was not sampled regularly until 2011 (Scharold et al. 2004; Barbiero et al. 2011; Kelly et al. 2011). Whole-lake estimates of *Diporeia* spp. for 2005 and 2006 pilot/demonstration surveys, using a similar statistical approach to the 2011 survey, averaged about 40 trillion (Kelly et al. 2011), approximately 33% below the 2011 estimate. Analyses are still in progress to statistically assess differences in lower food-web components during 2005-2011.

**Food-Web Dynamics**

The 2005-2006 and 2011 CSMI surveys provided new insights into the structure and function of the Lake Superior food web. Yurista et al. (2014) used results of lakewide remote sensing surveys (including Coulter counts for phytoplankton, optical plankton counts for zooplankton, and acoustic methods for pelagic prey fish) to inform a biomass size-spectrum ecosystem model. There did not appear to be any change in the overall lakewide spectrum over the five-year interval (2005-2006 versus 2011), indicating a stable ecosystem. When data from the 2005-2006 and 2011 surveys were combined, observed levels of pelagic prey-fish biomass were generally lower than levels predicted based on the biomass and size structure of zooplankton. This pattern is consistent with a system where top-level piscivores like lake trout are likely exerting top-down control of prey-fish populations. The fact that acoustic surveys tend to underestimate prey-fish biomass (Yule et al. 2007) likely contributed to the discrepancy.

Sierszen et al. (2014), utilizing stable-isotope samples from the 2005-2006 CSMI, determined that the overall importance of benthic food-web pathways to fish was highest in nearshore species, whereas the importance of planktonic pathways was highest in offshore species. Cisco and rainbow smelt obtained most of their nutrition from pelagic pathways, while pygmy whitefish and slimy and spoonhead sculpins obtained most of their nutrition from benthic pathways. Both pathways were important to bloater, lake whitefish, deepwater sculpin, and kiyi. The benthic pathway was more important to siscowet lake trout because of their reliance on kiyi and
deepwater sculpin, while lean lake trout obtained more nutrition from the pelagic pathway because of their high utilization of rainbow smelt and cisco. Sierszen et al. (2014) concluded that Lake Superior was an exemplar system showing trophic linkages among pelagic, profundal, and littoral habitats that are likely integral to the productivity of large lake ecosystems.

Conclusions and Recommendations

Contaminant levels in fish remained relatively stable between 2005-2006 and 2011 as did the distribution, abundance, and biomass of the lower food web, notwithstanding an apparent modest increase in abundance of Diporeia spp.. Conversely, the ongoing higher mean water temperatures and decreases in ice cover hint that profound changes in the physical properties of the lake with potential to destabilize the food web lie ahead. Determining whether the productive capacity of the lake to produce fish (the FCO) is being achieved given its broad scope remains challenging (Table 1). The productive capacity of nearshore (15-80-m depths) and offshore (>80-m depths) habitats has remained relatively consistent, allowing many of the FCOs for nearshore and offshore species to be achieved. However, concerns are still apparent for fishes reliant on inshore (<15-m depths) and tributary habitats (Superior Work Group of the Lake Superior Lakewide Action and Management Plan 2015), and agencies continue to require fish-consumption advisories due to fish-contaminant burdens. Agencies should continue to support the five-year CSMI monitoring cycle and the efforts to protect or restore aquatic habitats, particularly those in tributaries and inshore areas that have been most impacted by humans.
INSHORE, EMBAYMENT AND TRIBUTARY FISHES

Pacific Salmon, Rainbow Trout, Brown Trout

The introduction and naturalization of non-indigenous salmonines has had a major impact on angling in tributaries and in inshore and nearshore habitats. All agencies that stock trout and salmon monitor, to some extent, their relative abundance and the contribution of stocked fish to the fishery. Creel surveys targeting the spring-summer (April-September) open-water lake fishery, and, in some jurisdictions, ice fisheries are used to assess angler catch and catch rate of salmonines in U.S. waters.

Of the total angler catch of salmonines (in numbers of fish), ~29% were non-indigenous species and the remainder (71%) were indigenous species during 2006-2011. The harvest of indigenous salmonines comprised lake trout and a few brook trout. The catch of non-indigenous salmonines was mainly coho salmon (62%), followed by Chinook salmon (20%), splake (9%), rainbow trout (5%), pink salmon (3%), and brown trout (1%). Despite the many changes that have occurred in the fish community since the early 1980s, the proportion of the two major non-indigenous salmonine species in the total angler harvest has remained relatively consistent (Fig. 8).

Fig. 8. Proportional catch of major salmonines in the Lake Superior sport fishery in U.S. waters, 1980-2011.
Non-indigenous salmonines play a relatively minor role in the Lake Superior fish community (Kitchell et al. 2000; Bronte et al. 2003). Thermal limitations relegate non-indigenous salmonines to the inshore zone and to pelagic portions of the nearshore and offshore zones (Schreiner et al. 2010). Non-indigenous salmonines may benefit if surface water temperatures continue to increase (Austin and Colman 2008). However, increased summer stream temperatures and more variable stream flows may counteract the benefit of warmer lake-surface waters.
Conclusions and Recommendations

The fish community objective for non-indigenous salmonines is being realized (Table 1). Most of the introduced salmonines in Lake Superior are self-sustaining (naturalized) at relatively high levels and support productive sport fisheries. The naturalization of non-indigenous salmonines has provided diversity to the Lake Superior fishery and can be considered a success by anglers and management agencies. Because most species of interest have naturalized, there is minimal need for stocking. The total number of fish stocked has been reduced by over 50% since the late 1980s, yet angler catch remains relatively stable with some species near all-time highs (Fig. 10). Only in very specific and limited geographic areas do agencies continue to rely on stocking to sustain a handful of “specialized” fisheries for purely recreational purposes (brown trout in Chequamegon Bay,
Wisconsin; Kamloops rainbow trout in Minnesota; and splake in Michigan and Wisconsin).

Fig. 10. Angler catch (number of fish) of non-indigenous salmonines in U.S. waters of Lake Superior, 1981-2011.

The desired balance between indigenous and non-indigenous salmonines continues to be debated among agencies and between agencies and their constituents. However, because most non-indigenous salmonines are naturalized, agencies have limited control over their abundance. That said, agencies should develop a standardized database for creel information to inform future management decisions. Owing to naturalization, further
reductions in stocking non-indigenous salmonines are tenable since stocking is expensive, is largely without benefit, and is potentially a source for introduced diseases and genetic risks to native and naturalized populations (Krueger et al. 1994; Miller et al. 2004; Negus et al. 2012). In addition, non-indigenous salmonines may compete with brook trout for spawning and nursery habitat in the nearshore zone and in tributaries (Fausch and White 1986; Huckins et al. 2008; Schreiner et al. 2008), but further research is needed to assess any interaction. Efforts by management agencies to inform the public of the cost-effectiveness and risks of stocking should be continued.

**Walleye**

Many walleye populations in Lake Superior continue to be maintained or enhanced through stocking. During 2006-2011, approximately 53 million larvae and fingerlings were stocked, which was similar to the ~50 million stocked during the previous reporting 2000-2005 period. Contributions of stocked walleye to fisheries have rarely been evaluated (Schram et al. 2010). However, fingerling stocking in the Waishkey River during 2009-2011 contributed substantially to a popular sport fishery in the St. Marys River (M.P. Ebener, Chippewa Ottrawa Resource Authority, unpublished data).

The St. Louis River walleye population in western Lake Superior remains the only population known to be near historical abundance levels. Supplemental stocking occurred during previous reporting periods but was discontinued after 2005, and since then natural reproduction alone supports the population and popular angler fishery in the river and in the adjacent lake waters. Year-class strength has been variable since the 1980s, yet relative abundance has remained relatively stable (Fig. 11). The fish community of the St. Louis River estuary has changed dramatically since the 1980s due to improved water quality and the invasion of non-native species, including ruffe, white perch, and round goby. Thus far, these changes in the fish community do not appear to have negatively impacted the walleye population. Successful rehabilitation of this population has been attributed to improved water quality and conservative fishing regulations (Schram et al. 1992).
Efforts to rehabilitate the Black Bay walleye population, mainly stocking and fishery closures, have met with limited success (Wilson et al. 2007). The walleye population in Black Bay collapsed in the mid-1960s due to overfishing and habitat degradation (Colby and Nepszy 1981; Furlong et al. 2006). The lack of sufficient spawning habitat in Black Bay and its largest tributary, the Black Sturgeon River, inhibits rehabilitation. Providing fish passage at a downstream dam would increase spawning habitat and likely improve reproduction (Furlong et al. 2006; Schram et al. 2010). However, debate over the dam’s removal continues due to the extensive amount of sea
lamprey reproductive habitat that would become accessible were the dam removed. The potential for increased sea lamprey production, the increased cost of treating the newly exposed habitat with lampricide, the effect of chemical treatment on populations of northern brook lamprey, and other potential unintended consequences of fish passage are being evaluated against the benefit of potential walleye rehabilitation (McLaughlin et al. 2012). Since 2006, multiple workshops and meetings with stakeholder groups were held to assess management options and their anticipated benefits and risks. Ultimately, an advisory council produced two management options: remove the dam and replace it with an upstream barrier or add a trap-and-sort fishway to the existing dam. The Province of Ontario is soliciting further public input on the proposed actions as both the existing dam and the site of the proposed new sea lamprey barrier are within the boundaries of the Black Sturgeon River Provincial Park.

Conclusions and Recommendations

As of 2011, the FCO for walleye in Lake Superior (Table 1) is not being met. Despite fishery regulation and stocking, all but one walleye population likely remains below historical abundance levels (Hoff 2003). The impediments to successful rehabilitation continue to be limited data for most populations, habitat loss, and inherent life-history constraints, including highly variable recruitment and slow growth (Schram et al. 2010). Agencies continue to address these impediments through strategies described in the walleye rehabilitation plan for Lake Superior (Hoff 2003), especially strategies to improve and protect the quality and quantity of spawning habitat. Given the number of walleye stocked into Lake Superior, the efficacy of stocking should be assessed.

Lake Sturgeon

The Lake Superior population of lake sturgeon was listed as “Threatened” by the Province of Ontario (as are the other Great Lakes populations in Ontario) and is recommended for listing as Threatened under the federal Canadian Species-At-Risk Act by the Committee on the Status of Endangered Wildlife in Canada, although no time frame was identified for a listing decision. Twenty-one basin tributaries and Lake Nipigon supported
lake sturgeon populations historically. Populations persist or have been re-established in 10 Lake Superior tributaries and throughout Lake Nipigon (Holey et al. 2000; Auer 2003; Pratt 2008; Quinlan et al. 2010). Two populations (Bad River, Wisconsin, and Sturgeon River, Michigan) currently meet self-sustaining criteria described in the Lake Sturgeon Rehabilitation Plan for Lake Superior (Auer 2003; Schloesser and Quinlan 2010; Hayes and Caroffino 2012). The 2010 spawning-run estimate for the Bad River was 844 (95% CI 607-1,081) individuals (Schloesser and Quinlan 2010), and the adult population in the Sturgeon River was estimated at 1,808 individuals (Hayes and Caroffino 2012). The Kaministiquia, Goulais, Pic, and White Rivers in Ontario meet most rehabilitation criteria, but additional assessment is needed (Friday 2008; Pratt 2008; Ecclestone 2012).

Assessments during 2006-2011 confirmed that natural reproduction is occurring in the Kaministiquia, Black Sturgeon, Nipigon, Pic, White, Batchawana, and Goulais Rivers of Ontario and in the Sturgeon, Bad, and St. Louis Rivers in the U.S. (Pratt 2008; Eccelstone 2012; Schloesser et al. 2014; B. Borkholder, Fond du Lac Band of Chippewa, pers. comm.). Lake sturgeon were reintroduced via stocking to the lower and upper St. Louis River and the Ontonagon River in the U.S. (Schram et al. 1999; Wilson 2008; B. Borkholder, Fond du Lac Band of Chippewa, personal communication, 2011). Natural reproduction in the lower St. Louis River culminates a 30-year effort to restore lake sturgeon through stocking, habitat restoration, and protective regulations (Schram et al. 1999; J. Lindgren, Minnesota DNR, personal communication, 2011). Hydropower operations and dams or barriers limit rehabilitation progress in the Michipicoten, Black Sturgeon, Wolf, Pic (Black), St. Louis, and Bad (White) Rivers.
In 2011, as part of the Lake Superior Binational Program Cooperative Science and Monitoring Initiative (CSMI) (Richardson et al. 2012), a lakewide lake sturgeon survey was initiated in inshore waters, including embayments, associated with all historical lake sturgeon populations. Twenty-two agencies contributed to the CSMI effort, which addresses assessment needs identified in the rehabilitation plan (Auer 2003). Surveys were completed at all locations, except Black Bay (Black Sturgeon and Wolf Rivers), which was not completed due to bycatch concerns (Schloessser et al 2014). Goulais Bay had the highest sturgeon catch-per-unit effort, 2.5 times higher than the Pic and Ontonagon Rivers and nearly three times higher than the Bad River (Fig. 12).

**Conclusions and Recommendations**

The FCO for lake sturgeon was only partially met (Table 1). Few Lake Superior lake sturgeon populations are considered fully rehabilitated. Protective harvest regulations should remain in place until evidence suggests more liberalized harvests can be sustained while rehabilitation is in progress. Impediments to successful rehabilitation continue to be limited data for most populations, which hinders optimal allocation of effort; habitat loss due primarily to hydropower operations and barriers; a life history strategy that favors late maturation and intermittent spawning; and low lakewide abundance, which limits range expansion into unoccupied, historically used habitat. Agencies should continue to support the five-year CSMI sturgeon survey to assess rehabilitation progress.

Fig. 12. Catch-per-unit effort (number·305 m gillnet) of lake sturgeon in inshore waters and embayments surveyed in 2011 as part of the Cooperative Science and Monitoring Initiative. Surveys were associated with tributaries where lake sturgeon currently or historically spawned. Current population designation indicates evidence of natural reproduction.
**Brook Trout**

Coaster brook trout abundance remains extremely low lakewide with adult population estimates for individual tributaries ranging from tens to several hundred of individuals (Ward 2008; Bobrowski et al. 2011; C. Huckins, Michigan Technological University, personal communication, 2011). In Lake Nipigon, in Minnesota tributaries to Lake Superior, and at Tobin Harbor, Isle Royale, coaster brook trout abundance and size structure increased along with a range expansion during 2006-2011 (Ward 2008; Bobrowski et al. 2011).

During 2006-2011, over 1.7 million brook trout were stocked in U.S. waters at the Grand Portage (Minnesota), Red Cliff (Wisconsin), and Keweenaw Bay (Michigan) Indian reservations and by the Michigan DNR. Life stages stocked included larvae, small fingerlings, fall fingerlings, yearlings, and adults. Most stocked fish originated from Lake Superior-basin strains. Agencies that stock brook trout monitor, to various degrees, the relative abundance and contribution of stocked fish to the fishery.

Catch and release angling regulations were enacted in 2005 at Isle Royale, Michigan, and possession was limited to one fish over 56 cm in Ontario for all of its waters, including tributaries and Lake Nipigon. At Isle Royale, relative abundance of coasters in tributaries increased from 1.3 per km (1997-2005) to 3.2 per km during 2006-2011 (HRQ, unpublished data). In South Bay and West Bay, Lake Nipigon, the proportion of adults over 56 cm in length increased by 43% and 59%, respectively, likely as a result of the regulation change, and abundance increased over 40% after 2005 (Bobrowski et al. 2011). Likewise, in the Nipigon River and Nipigon Bay, the proportion of brook trout over 56 cm in length increased by 22% and 17%, respectively. Despite increased protection and increasing abundance, adult abundance was 4.5% to 25% below management targets (Bobrowski et al. 2011), and catch rates for anglers targeting brook trout, although improved, remained below the management objective of one brook trout for every two hours of angling (OMNR 2004).

Studies of coaster and resident (non-migratory) brook trout populations suggest similar age and size structure prior to migration (Kusnierz et al.
2009; Bobrowski et al. 2011), but, thereafter, coasters grew faster and lived longer than stream-resident fish (Robillard et al. 2011). Genetic studies show that remnant coaster populations form discrete stocks at Isle Royale, Salmon Trout River, Nipigon Bay, and Lake Nipigon (Wilson et al. 2008; Stott et al. 2010; Scribner et al. 2012). Populations along the north shore of Minnesota are also genetically distinct from each other and from coaster populations elsewhere (Stott et al. 2010). These results indicate low levels of straying among populations.

Conclusions and Recommendations

The brook trout FCO is not being fully achieved (Table 1), although progress is being realized in some areas. Protective regulations in both stream and lake environments have led to increased abundance. Impediments to further recovery continue to be a lack of protective regulations in some areas, habitat loss, excessive sedimentation, high sand bed loads, loss of channel complexity, and unsuitable water temperatures. Non-indigenous salmonines have the potential to compete with brook trout for spawning and nursery habitat in the nearshore zone and in tributaries (Fausch and White 1986; Huckins et al. 2008; Schreiner et al. 2008), and further research should be undertaken to determine if negative effects are being realized. A standardized sampling protocol and development of routine reporting measures are needed to assess progress toward the FCO.
NEARSHORE FISHES

Progress in achievement of the fish community objectives (FCOs) for lean lake trout and lake whitefish is based on interagency gillnet assessments whereas those for major prey fishes and species diversity (Table 1) are based on abundance trends in daytime bottom trawling conducted during May-June 1978-2011 by the Great Lakes Science Center (GLSC) (for methods, see Stockwell et al. 2007; Yule et al. 2007). The subset of nearshore fishes vulnerable to trawling included cisco, bloater, shortjaw cisco, lake whitefish, rainbow smelt, longnose sucker, slimy sculpin, spoonhead sculpin, ninespine stickleback, and pygmy whitefish. Not all species inferred in the species diversity FCO, such as minnows (Cyprinidae), are assessed or reported owing to logistical constraints.

Lean Lake Trout

Abundance and Stocking

During 2006-2011, in response to an increase in abundance of wild lean lake trout, a limited commercial fishery was implemented in Minnesota units MN-3 (2007) and MN-2 (2010) (see Fig. 1 for unit locations; Figs. 13, 14). Wild lake trout comprise nearly 90% of Minnesota populations such that stocking has been discontinued in MN-2 and 3 and greatly reduced in MN-1. Stocking likely will be discontinued in MN-1 within the next five years if the current increases in abundance continue. In western Wisconsin waters (WI-1 and 2), wild lake trout abundance was lower in 2006-2011 than during the previous reporting period (2001-2005) due to higher levels of fishery exploitation (Fig. 13). Stocking continues in WI-1 and was higher during 2006-2011 than 2001-2005. Hatchery fish comprise about 50% of lake trout in WI-1 and less than 10% in WI-2. In Michigan units west of the Keweenaw Peninsula (MI-2 and 3), wild lake trout abundance has declined since 2001-2005 (Fig. 13). In units east of the Keweenaw Peninsula (MI-4 through MI-7), considered to be in a post-rehabilitated state, wild lake trout abundance has generally declined from peak recovery levels observed in the mid-to-late 1990s. In MI-2 to MI-7, hatchery fish made up less than 10% of lean lake trout populations during 2006-2011 and comprised 1% in 2011. In Whitefish Bay (MI-8), wild lake trout recovery was set back due to earlier decisions to defer rehabilitation in Michigan waters such that now hatchery
fish continue to make up the bulk of the population, but, nonetheless, abundance of wild fish has increased since 2005. Ontario ceased stocking in Whitefish Bay because of the lack of progress in rehabilitation, and stocking in adjacent U.S. waters was discontinued under the terms of a Consent Decree signed in 2000 between certain Indian tribes and the state of Michigan. Survey data for western and central Ontario waters are scant such that wild lean lake trout populations in those areas are assumed to mirror the trends in adjoining U.S. waters.

Fig. 13. Relative abundance of wild lean lake trout in management units of Lake Superior expressed as the annual geometric mean number caught per km of gillnet per night fished (catch-per-unit effort = fish·km⁻²·night⁻¹) from standardized spring (April-June) bottom-set gillnet surveys during 2006-2011 (vertical bars in chronological order). Horizontal bars represent the geometric mean catch-per-unit effort during 2001-2005 (Sitar et al. 2010). There were no data for 2007-2011 in ON-W; 2011 in WI-1 and 2; and 2006 and 2009-2011 in ON-E.
Harvest

The greatest commercial harvest of lean lake trout during 2006-2011 continued to be in WI-2 (92,800 kg yr\(^{-1}\)), MI-4 (29,300 kg yr\(^{-1}\)), MI-8 (21,400 kg yr\(^{-1}\)), and ON-23 to ON-34 (23,100 kg yr\(^{-1}\)). Commercial harvest during 2006-2011 in all districts declined or was similar to that in 2001-2005, except in WI-2 and MI-7 where harvest was higher (Fig. 14). Angler harvest of lean lake trout was highest in MN-1 (average 33,500 kg yr\(^{-1}\)) and WI-2 (21,700 kg yr\(^{-1}\)) and has increased since 2001. In contrast, angler harvest was much lower in Michigan and has generally declined since 2001-2005 in all management units, except MI-4 (Fig. 14).

Fig. 14. Annual commercial and recreational yields (kg) of lean lake trout in Lake Superior management areas during 2006-2011 (vertical bars in chronological order) based on creel-survey and commercial reports. Horizontal black bars are the mean commercial and recreational yield between 2001 and 2005. There were no recreational data for 2008 in MI-2; 2006-2007 and 2010-2011 in MI-3, and 2008 in MI-5, 6, and 7.
Mortality and Growth

Lake trout populations have been managed for the most part based on a target-total-annual-mortality-rate maximum of between 40% and 45% (Hansen 1996; Wisconsin State-Tribal Biological Committee 2007; Technical Fisheries Committee 2012). Mortality rates during 2006-2011 were estimated using statistical catch-at-age (SCAA) models for most U.S. management units (Fig. 15). The SCAA models for MI-2, 3, and 4 are still in development, and, therefore, the estimates for these units are provisional. No models have yet been developed for WI-1, MI-1 and 8, and Canadian waters.
Fig. 15. Total annual mortality (%) of age-6 and older lake trout in U.S. waters of Lake Superior during 2006-2011 (vertical bars in chronological order) and average for 2001-2005 (horizontal black bars). Dashed lines represent the target maximum limit established for each lake trout management unit. Mortality rates were estimated from a statistical catch-at-age analysis for each management unit. There were no estimates for 2010-2011 in MN-1 and 2; and 2011 in MI-2, 3, and 4.

Total annual mortality rates in most U.S. waters in 2006-2011 were generally slightly higher than or comparable to rates in 2001-2005 except in WI-2 and MI-2 (Fig. 15). In WI-2, mortality increased substantially from 23.9% in 2006 to 36.3% in 2011 and, in 2009 exceeded the lower bound of the maximum limit (40%); the average of 33.2% for 2006-2011 was higher than the average during 2001-2005 (21.6%). A near doubling of commercial harvest in WI-2 was driven by more liberal fishing policies that were a response to SCAA model overestimates of abundance and biomass. The
model has been recalibrated and total allowable catches have subsequently fallen. In MI-2, total mortality during 2006-2011 reached 41.6 %, which was slightly above the lower bound of the maximum limit (40%) and 32.6% higher than in 2001-2005. Mortality in MI-2 was likely affected by more intensive fishing in the adjoining district, WI-2. In MI-5, 6, and 7, average total mortality rates (for ages 6-11) during 2006-2011 ranged from 26.5% to 33.4% and were about equal to the 2001-2005 average of 26.7-33.0%.

Sea lamprey predation continues to be a major source of lake trout mortality, matching or exceeding in many management units mortality from angling and commercial fishing combined. Annual trends in sea lamprey marking rates have been variable across Lake Superior and have exceeded the maximum limit of 5.0 Type A, Stages I-III, marks per 100 fish (mark classification as per Ebener et al. 2006) in all management units, except MI-2 (Fig. 16). Compared to 2001-2005, major increases in marking rates were observed only in MN-3 and MI-3. The populations with the highest sea lamprey marking rates were in western Ontario waters (MN-3 and MI-3, 6, and 7).

Fig. 16. Annual sea lamprey marking rates for lean lake trout >533 mm total length in Lake Superior management units during 2006-2011 (vertical bars in chronological order) and average marking during 2001-2005 (horizontal black bars). Marking rates were the total number of Type A, Stages I-III, marks per 100 lake trout. The dashed horizontal line is the maximum marking-rate limit established for Lake Superior lean lake trout (5 per 100 fish). Canadian management units 1-22 were pooled as ON-W and units 23-34 were pooled as ON-E. There were no data for 2008 and 2011 in ON-W; 2006-2009 and 2011 in MI-8; and 2006-2007 and 2009-2011 in ON-E.
Growth of lean lake trout continues to decline in U.S. waters (Fig. 17). Mean length of age-7 lake trout during 2006-2011 has reached the lowest levels since 1980. The average length at age 7 in Minnesota, Wisconsin, and Michigan waters was greater than 560 mm in 1980 but averaged less than 540 mm during 2006-2011. Increased abundance of lake trout coupled with decreased abundance of prey fishes are believed to be the major causes of the growth decline.

Fig. 17. Lean lake trout mean length (mm) at age 7 in U.S. waters of Lake Superior in 1980, 1993-2000, 2001-2005, and 2006-2011. Data are from standardized spring (April-June) bottom-set gillnet surveys.
Conclusions and Recommendations

Based on several indicators, the lake trout FCO (Table 1) is believed to have been met at a lakewide level, notwithstanding a need for further progress in western U.S. waters. In eastern U.S. waters, lake trout abundance levels peaked during the 1990s and have since undergone post-recovery density-dependent declines as have growth and recruitment. In western and central Canadian waters, population status is assumed to be similar to the trends observed in eastern U.S. waters. In WI-2 and MI-2, 3, and 8, lean lake trout populations are a concern due to high mortality rates or low abundance levels. SCAA models have been developed to assess populations and develop harvest quotas for most U.S. management units (e.g., Linton et al. 2007; Wisconsin State-Tribal Biological Committee 2007; Technical Fisheries Committee 2012). These models provide feedback needed to guide fishery management and sea lamprey control. In the future, agencies should model the relationship between habitat and fish production to evaluate the
productivity and sustainability of lake trout under current and projected climates. Modification of the long-term spring lake trout assessment to allow for incorporation of multiple-mesh gear with improved selectivity while retaining compatibility with existing data would add an important capability for assessing lean lake trout.

**Lake Whitefish**

**Abundance**

Landings of lake whitefish during 2006-2011 remained high, consistent with an upward trend that began in the early 1960s and leveled off in the mid-1980s (Fig. 18). Currently, the only lakewide index of abundance of adult lake whitefish is catch-per-unit effort (CPUE) from the bottom-set gillnet fishery. The SCAA models, which estimate abundance and biomass, have been developed only for Michigan waters within the 1836 Treaty-ceded area (MI-5, 6, 7, and 8; Fig. 1). The CPUE in the commercial fishery averaged 164 kg·km⁻¹ during 2006-2011, which is 31% higher than during the 2001-2005 reporting period (average 125 kg·km⁻¹) and higher still than the 1990-1999 FCO target range of 65-137 kg·km⁻¹ (Fig. 19). The SCAA models, in contrast, indicate that abundance in the ceded area has remained unchanged or declined slightly. Insomuch as the abundance estimates are for different areas, the discrepancy between them may be due to simply geography.

Fig. 18. Commercial-fishery harvest (metric tons) of lake whitefish from Lake Superior during 1867-2011.
Fig. 19. Lake whitefish relative abundance based on gillnet CPUE (CPUE = kg·km⁻¹ of gillnet) in the Lake Superior commercial fishery, 2001-2011. Dashed lines show the average CPUE during 2001-2005 and 2006-2011, and the shaded area shows the range of CPUEs during 1990-1999, which is the fish community objective target.

Estimates of lake whitefish fishable abundance (numbers of fish) and biomass in 1836 Treaty-ceded waters declined 8.2 and 1.5%, respectively, from 2001-2005 (Ebener et al. 2005) to 2006-2011. Fishable abundance and biomass during 2006-2011 averaged 1.64 million fish and 1.21 million kg. These estimates remain unchanged from those for 1990-2004, but they are substantially lower than those for 1986-1990 when abundance and biomass averaged 2.61 million fish and 1.83 million kg, respectively. These trends
are reasonably consistent with relative biomass estimates from U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) bottom-trawl surveys of 1978-2011 (Fig. 20a).

Fig. 20. Relative biomass (a), relative density of size-classes (mm) (b), and year-class strength (density of age-1 fish) (c) for lake whitefish and rainbow smelt based on annual spring lakewide U.S. Geological Survey bottom-trawl surveys of nearshore waters of Lake Superior, 1978-2011. Error bars represent ±1 standard error. Size-classes (mm) (b) are ordered from smallest to largest and correspond to ages 1-2, 3-4, 5-7, and >7 for lake whitefish and ages 1, 2, 3, and >3 for rainbow smelt. Arrows indicate recruitment to larger (and older) size-classes.
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Changes in abundance and biomass in the 1836 Treaty-ceded waters of Michigan have been driven largely by patterns in recruitment. Recruitment of age-4 fish declined 16% from 2001-2005 to 2006-2011. Recruitment averaged 439,000 age-4 fish during 2006-2011 with the 2007 year-class (317,000) being the least abundant. The highest levels of recruitment occurred in western waters of Whitefish Bay (MI-8), which accounted for 29-57% of total recruitment in ceded waters during 2006-2011.

USGS-GLSC bottom-trawl data indicated moderate-to-strong year-classes of lake whitefish in 1980, 1986, 1988, 1990, 1994, 1996, 1998, 2001, and 2006 (Fig. 20c). Variation in lake whitefish year-class strength was much lower than in some other coregonines (e.g., cisco and bloater). The ratio of the five weakest to the five strongest year-classes was 1:25, making the tracking of individual year-classes less clear (Fig. 20b). Nevertheless, the contributions of larger year-classes resulted in increased densities of larger size-classes and total biomass; this pattern was especially visible for the 1988, 1990, and 1994 year-classes. The fates of the first and last moderate-to-strong year-classes, 1980 and 2006, demonstrate the range of change in the lake whitefish population over the 35-year time series. The 1980 year-class gave rise to a rapid increase in density of larger size-classes and total biomass.
through the late-1980s, whereas the 2006 year-class gave rise to the lowest densities of larger size-classes and the lowest biomass (Fig. 20b). The low recruitment of whitefish from the moderate 2006 year-class coupled with very weak year-classes in 2007 and 2008 resulted in the lowest total biomass in 2011.

Management

In Wisconsin waters, harvest by gillnets is limited by an effort limitation applied to each fisher. In addition, there are set seasons and limited entry to the fishery. In western Michigan 1842 Treaty-ceded waters, harvest is limited seasonally and by limited entry. In Ontario and in Michigan 1836 Treaty-ceded waters, lake whitefish management is based on limiting the total weight that can be harvested each year (harvest quotas). In Ontario, management unit-specific harvest quotas are developed and each fisher is given an individual transferable quota (ITQ) that represents some portion of the overall management-unit-specific quota (Ebener et al. 2008). Individual fishers can buy and sell their ITQ to other fishers within the unit. Provincial managers and representatives of the commercial-fishing industry discuss annually the status of lake whitefish populations in each management unit, and ITQs are adjusted accordingly, typically by no more than 10-15% (Mohr and Ebener 2005). In 1836 Treaty-ceded waters, management-unit-specific harvest limits are estimated each year using SCAA estimates of abundance, mortality, and growth (Ebener et al. 2005). In two management units where state-licensed and tribal commercial fisheries share the catch, SCAA-generated total allowable catches (TACs) are usually accepted as the harvest limit. In the three exclusive tribal commercial-fishing zones, SCAA models also are used to estimate harvest limits, but the tribes themselves establish harvest limits they deem appropriate based upon the model projections and characteristics of the fishery.

Harvest and Effort

Harvest of lake whitefish since the mid-1980s has been sustained at levels comparable to those seen in the late 1800s (Fig. 18) despite the current observations of low, lakewide biomass (Fig. 20a). Lakewide harvest ranged from 1.17 to 1.59 million kg·yr\(^{-1}\) during 2001 to 2011. Average annual harvest (nearshore zone only) during 2006-2011 (1.48 kg·ha\(^{-1}\), range 1.35-
1.59 kg·ha⁻¹) was 0.19 million kg·ha⁻¹ more than during 2001-2005 (1.29 kg·ha⁻¹, range 1.17-1.40 kg·ha⁻¹). The lake whitefish fishery consists mainly of a trapnet and a bottom-set gillnet fishery. The angler fishery, although present in some areas of the lake, makes inconsequential harvests. The number of trapnet lift-days ranged from about 2,800 to 4,100 during 2001-2011 and averaged 3,162 during 2001-2005 and 3,552 during 2006-2011. Gillnet effort ranged from 5,214 km to 6,834 km during 2001-2011 and averaged 6,354 km during 2001-2005 and 5,872 km during 2006-2011. Bottom-set gillnets are commonly used in U.S. waters and exclusively used in Canadian waters.

Conclusions and Recommendations

The lake whitefish FCO (Table 1) is being achieved. Lake whitefish are resilient to exploitation, are self-sustaining, and comprise many spatially segregated stocks. Commercial fishing began in the 1830s and increased in intensity over the 19th century. Poorly managed fishing by "aggressive and enterprising commercial fisheries" produced the destabilizing effects of intense size-selective mortality (Lawrie and Rahrer 1972). After a 60-yr lull (1900-1960), harvest increased through the 1990s and thereafter leveled off (Fig. 18). Recent estimates of abundance from both commercial catch data and SCAA models indicate that current populations are within the range observed during 1990-1999, thus meeting the FCO. Where possible, agencies should improve stock assessment models to better estimate abundance, to partition mortality, and to develop fishery-independent surveys to provide a check on the current fishery-based estimates.

Rainbow Smelt

Rainbow smelt are the staple prey of lean lake trout in Lake Superior since at least the 1960s, but their contribution to the lake trout diet declined from roughly 80% in 1986 to 60% by 2001 (Dryer et al. 1965; Conner et al. 1993; Ray et al. 2007). Rainbow smelt produced moderately strong year-classes in 2005, 2006, and 2007, and variation in year-class strength (ratio of the five weakest to the five strongest year-classes was 1:5.6) has been much lower than for cisco and bloater (Fig. 20c; Gorman 2007). However, rainbow smelt are shorter-lived than ciscoes and require frequent strong year-classes to
maintain abundance. During 1978-1979, rainbow smelt biomass was relatively high, and the population was dominated by large age-3+ individuals, but since then population structure has shifted to smaller age-1-2 fish (Fig. 20a, 20b; Gorman 2007). Of 35 rainbow smelt year-classes that have been measured, the eight weakest have occurred in the last 13 years (Fig. 20c). Despite the appearance of moderate year-classes in 2005-2007, little recruitment to larger size-classes was evident, resulting in low biomass since 2001 (Fig. 20; Gorman 2007). This pattern is consistent with increasing predation pressure (Gorman 2012) and suggests that rainbow smelt biomass will remain low into the foreseeable future.

Cisco

Abundance

Year-class strength was highly variable during 1977-2011—the ratio of the five weakest to the five strongest was 1:6,000. Strong year-classes of cisco were produced in 1984, 1988, 1989, 1990, 1998, and 2003, which subsequently resulted in increased biomass and density of larger size-classes (Fig. 21). These increases in biomass appeared to dwindle after 4 years, but this was in part an apparition, the result of cisco becoming more pelagic with increasing age and size and thus no longer vulnerable to bottom trawls (Stockwell et al. 2006; Yule et al. 2008a; Gorman et al. 2012a). The tracking of year-classes over time (Fig. 21b) suggests that cisco require 3-4 years to reach adult size (>250 mm TL), which is in agreement with published studies of cisco growth and age (Stockwell et al. 2009). Cisco year-classes have been weaker since 1990, resulting in lower densities of juveniles and adults in trawl catches and in smaller adult spawning populations (Gorman et al. 2012b, 2012c; Yule et al. 2012, 2013).
Fig. 21. Relative biomass (a), relative density of size-classes (mm) (b), and year-class strength (relative density of age-1 fish) (c) for cisco and bloater captured in annual spring lakewide U.S. Geological Survey bottom-trawl surveys of nearshore waters of Lake Superior, 1978-2011. Error bars represent ±1 standard error. Size-classes (mm) (b) are ordered from smallest to largest and correspond to ages 1, 2-3, 4-5, >5, respectively. Arrows indicate recruitment to larger (and older) size-classes.
Management and Harvest

Following a series of successful recruitment events in the late 1970s and early 1980s, cisco began to recover from the population collapse of the mid-1960s. Commercial harvest of cisco was modest from 1990 to 2005 with an average annual lakewide yield of 687 metric tons (Baldwin et al. 2009). However, declines in Baltic Sea vendace (*Coregonus albula*) led to increased demand for cisco roe, which serves as a substitute for the Scandinavian delicacy “löjrom.” The lucrative roe market has motivated commercial operators, especially those in Wisconsin, to invest more resources at targeting spawning aggregations of cisco. The commercial fishing fleet operating in Wisconsin waters of Lake Superior is large compared to other jurisdictions. A total of 23 large-boat (defined as a vessel with a powered net lifter) and 25 small-boat commercial licenses were issued in 2011 between the Wisconsin DNR, the Red Cliff Band of Lake Superior Chippewa, and the Bad River Band of Lake Superior Chippewa. High commercial fishing capacity in Wisconsin waters combined with a limited degree of regulation resulted in a swift increase in fishing effort and harvest in response to market demand. In 2011, some 1,165 km of gillnet
were set for cisco, resulting in a targeted catch of 764 metric tons, which, when compared to 2006, represented a 5-fold increase in effort and over a 2-fold increase in catch (Fig. 22a). Yule et al. (2013) recently estimated lakewide biomass of cisco at 44,000 metric tons, suggesting that, on a lakewide scale, exploitation is low (<3%). However, exploitation actually occurs at smaller spatial scales. The exploitation rate of adult cisco was estimated to be 3% at Bayfield, Wisconsin, in 2004 (Yule et al. 2006) and 8.5% in Thunder Bay, Ontario, in 2005 (Yule et al. 2008b). Although overall harvest is low, exploitation at specific spawning locations can be much higher, as it surely is in Wisconsin waters, and may be harmful to specific stocks.

Fig. 22. Annual commercial yield (round weight metric tons) of cisco (a) and deepwater ciscoes (b) from jurisdictional waters of Lake Superior during 2006-2011. Horizontal black bars represent the average annual yield during 1990-2005. Cisco yield in round weight was derived from reported dressed weight using a factor of 1.2 in Michigan and Minnesota and 1.4 in Wisconsin. Ontario cisco yields were reported as round weight. Yield of deepwater ciscoes in round weight was derived from dressed weight using a factor of 1.2 in Wisconsin. The remaining jurisdictions reported deepwater cisco yield as round weight.
**Food-Web Dynamics**

Cisco are an important prey fish (Stockwell et al. 2009), but what fraction of the population can be consumed by top predators is unresolved. Stockwell et al. (2010), applying a model that predicted the maximum prey sizes that could be ingested by salmonines, suggested that cisco ≥300 mm TL are too large for most siscowet lake trout to consume, but Negus et al. (2008) had argued earlier against this premise. Negus et al. (2008) also evaluated sources of cisco mortality in the western arm of Lake Superior and found that commercial yield in 2004 was trivial compared to consumption by piscivores. Predation pressure on coregonines appears to be especially high in nearshore regions, such as that studied by Negus et al. (2008) where 50% or more of the available coregonine biomass may be consumed annually. Declining cisco abundance could negatively affect lake whitefish that feed on cisco eggs in winter (Stockwell et al. 2009). Conversely, the invasive and carnivorous cladoceran, *Bythotrephes*, could benefit from declining cisco abundance (Keeler et al., in press).

**Conclusions and Recommendations**

Despite there being no specific FCO for cisco, the species is important to the commercial fishery and the ecosystem. Cisco does fit within the Prey-Fishes FCO (Table 1), where it meets the objective of a self-sustaining population that currently meets ecosystem needs and supports commercial fishing. Given its importance (ecologically and commercially), any future revisions to Lake Superior’s FCOs should include a specific objective for cisco. Evidence of increased rates of both natural and fishing mortality combined with poor recruitment in recent years accentuates the need for regular monitoring of cisco populations and a more restrictive commercial harvest. Recent increases in exploitation mean that agencies should work collaboratively to evaluate the long-term sustainability of current harvest rates employing fishery-independent surveys.
Deepwater Ciscoes

Abundance

Prior to 1980, the deepwater ciscoes (i.e., bloater, kiyi, and shortjaw cisco; marketed as chubs) were a major target of the commercial fishery. Bloater is the most common nearshore deepwater cisco, whereas kiyi is found primarily offshore, and shortjaw cisco is now relatively rare, making up <10% of the deepwater cisco complex (Gorman and Todd 2007; Gorman 2012; Pratt and Chong 2012). Strong year-classes of bloater appeared in 1978, 1984, 1985, 1988, 1989, 1998, and 2005 and, as was the case for cisco, resulted in sequential increases in biomass and density of larger-sized fish (Fig. 21). Variation in bloater year-class strength was less variable than in cisco—the ratio of the five weakest to the five strongest bloater year-classes during 1977-2011 was just over 500-fold. Increases in biomass following strong year-classes were detected beyond 4 years (Fig. 21b), a result of bloater remaining at least partially vulnerable to bottom trawls with increasing size and age (Gorman et al. 2012a). Bloater biomass and abundance of larger bloaters (>185 mm TL) declined markedly after 2000 and remains low as recruitment was dependent on only two strong year-classes (1998 and 2005), which were spaced seven years apart (Figs. 21a, b). Kiyi biomass in nearshore bottom trawls declined after 1991-1995 and stayed low in 2006-2011, whereas shortjaw cisco biomass increased sharply in the current reporting period (Fig. 23). The substantial increase was largely the result of recruitment from strong 2003 and 2005 year-classes.

Fig. 23. Relative biomass of “other” prey species (kiyi, trout-perch, shortjaw cisco, nine-spine stickleback, burbot, longnose sucker, pygmy whitefish, and all sculpins combined) based on spring annual lakewide U.S. Geological Survey bottom-trawl surveys of nearshore waters of Lake Superior, 1978-2011. Error bars represent ±1 standard error.
**Harvest**

Current commercial yield of deepwater ciscoes is only a fraction of historical levels (>692 metric tons during 1960s-early 1970s) with average annual yields of 46 metric tons during 1990-2005 (Baldwin et al. 2009) and 25 metric tons during 2006-2011. Although harvest is currently low, it remains important for several operators, especially in Wisconsin (Fig. 22b). In 2011, 81% of the lakewide yield of deepwater ciscoes was taken by two commercial licenses in Wisconsin waters. Despite limited participation, CPUE in the Wisconsin commercial fishery has declined from 175 kg·km\(^{-1}\) in 1993 to only 50 kg·km\(^{-1}\) in 2011.

**Food-Web Dynamics**

Deepwater ciscoes play a pivotal role in both the nearshore and offshore food webs of Lake Superior by linking invertebrate production to piscivore production (Gamble et al. 2011a; 2011b). The diversity of ecological niches filled by this species complex facilitates the movement of benthic energy into pelagic pathways (Gorman et al. 2012a; 2012b). Negus et al. (2008) found that more than 50% of the coregonine biomass in nearshore areas could be consumed annually by piscivores. This observation of elevated predation is consistent with the decline in commercial CPUE for deepwater ciscoes and is likely the result of the recovery of lean and siscowet lake trout in combination with the decline of rainbow smelt (Gorman 2007, 2012). Negus et al. (2008) cautioned that Lake Superior could be at or near its carrying capacity for predators and that the forage base should be monitored closely.

**Other Prey Fishes**

Of those species classified here as other prey species, only shortjaw cisco and pygmy whitefish displayed relatively consistent increases in biomass over successive time intervals during the 1978-2011 bottom-trawl time series. Three species (kiyi, trout-perch, and longnose sucker) displayed increasing biomass in middle intervals and a decline in later intervals. The remaining species (ninespine stickleback, burbot, and all sculpins) displayed declining trends in biomass (Fig. 23). The decline in sculpin biomass was
due mainly to a decline of slimy sculpin, which was dominant, and, to a lesser extent, a decline of spoonhead sculpin in later years.

Sculpins (all species) represented about 10% of the biomass consumed by lake trout in recent years (Ray et al. 2007), which may account for the decline in sculpin biomass. Burbot account for 12.3% of lean lake trout diet by weight in central Michigan waters (SPS, unpublished data). Predation by lean and siscowet lake trout resulted in a decline in burbot populations in Lake Superior after the 1980s largely by preferential predation on smaller-size burbot (Gorman and Sitar 2013). Trout-perch, ninespine stickleback, and longnose sucker, all found in the diet of lake trout, also showed declines in biomass consistent with predation after the mid-1980s (Ray et al. 2007; SPS, unpublished data). In particular, ninespine stickleback declined in response to stocked lake trout in the late 1970s-early 1980s and then declined even more in response to wild lake trout, which began a strong recovery during 1981-1985 (Madenjian et al. 2010). In contrast to other prey species, biomass of pygmy whitefish increased after 2000. Pygmy whitefish appear to remain in the demersal stratum (Yule et al. 2007; Gorman et al. 2012a), which may reduce their encounter rates with lake trout as compared to other prey species that at night undergo diel vertical migration from the bottom up into the water column.

Nearshore Community Trends

The composition of the nearshore fish community changed radically during 1978-2011 (Fig. 24). In 1978-1980, hatchery lake trout dominated the predator population, representing 93% of lake trout biomass, and rainbow smelt dominated the prey-fish community, representing 52% of (total) prey-fish biomass. At the same time, biomass of cisco, bloater, and lake whitefish were at their lowest levels, comprising 28% of prey-fish biomass, while biomass of burbot, slimy sculpin, ninespine stickleback, and round whitefish was at its highest level representing 17% of prey-fish biomass in the aggregate.
Fig. 24. Composition and relative biomass for major prey-fish species (a), other prey-fish species (b), and lake trout (c) in the Lake Superior nearshore fish community as assessed by annual spring lakewide U.S. Geological Survey bottom-trawl surveys, 1978-2011. Percentages next to vertical dashed lines represent the amount of biomass in relation to that in 1991-1995.

(a)
After 1980, the fish community began a transition toward a state dominated by native species (Fig. 24). In 1981-1985, wild lean lake trout biomass increased to 42% of total lake trout biomass; rainbow smelt decreased to 13% of prey-fish biomass; and the biomass of cisco, bloater, and lake whitefish combined increased to 77% of prey-fish biomass. Although biomass of rainbow smelt, round whitefish, slimy sculpin, and ninespine stickleback declined sharply, prey-fish biomass increased from 4.6 kg·ha⁻¹ in 1978-1980 to 5.4 kg·ha⁻¹ in 1981-1985 (Fig. 24).

Biomass of the native fish community increased and achieved its highest levels during 1986-1995 (Fig. 24). Strong year-classes of cisco and bloater appeared in 1984, 1988, 1989, and 1990 (Fig. 21c) and contributed greatly to the increase. The combined biomass of cisco, bloater, and lake whitefish represented more than 80% of prey-fish biomass (Fig. 24). Total prey-fish biomass peaked at 16.3 kg·ha⁻¹ during 1991-1995, and, by then, wild lean and siscowet lake trout represented 79% of lake trout biomass.
Total prey-fish biomass declined after 1995 and was driven by declines in all component species, except pygmy whitefish and shortjaw cisco (Fig. 24). Despite the appearance of moderate-to-strong year-classes of cisco and bloater in 1998, 2003, and 2005 (Fig. 21c), by 2006-2011, the combined biomass of cisco, bloater, and lake whitefish, which represented 60% of prey-fish biomass, declined to its lowest level (3.4 kg·ha$^{-1}$). Wild lean and siscowet lake trout biomass during 2006-2011 represented more than 94% of lake trout biomass and was 56% lower than the 1991-1995 peak in lake trout biomass.

**Conclusions and Recommendations**

As called for in the Prey-Fish FCO, the prey-fish community remains dominated by indigenous fishes capable of supporting desired populations of predators and a managed commercial fishery. Although this objective currently is being met in Lake Superior (Table 1), management agencies are concerned about the declines in abundance of major prey fishes that began after 1995 so nearshore community dynamics should be watched closely.
OFFSHORE FISHES

Siscowet Lake Trout

Since 2005, the study and description of lake trout morphotypes in Lake Superior and other large lakes has received increased emphasis (e.g., Zimmerman et al. 2006; Bronte and Moore 2007; Goetz et al. 2010). These studies utilized modern approaches in genetics, physiology, and morphometrics to characterize lake trout populations that resulted in an improved ability to better differentiate forms and provided insightful information on life-history attributes for the lean, siscowet, and humper forms. Due to an emerging interest in harvesting siscowet for extraction of omega-3 oils, a better understanding of siscowet life history and ability to sustain a fishery is needed (Bronte and Sitar 2008).

Abundance and Age Structure

Relative abundance of siscowet, based on catch-per-unit effort (CPUE) in coordinated gillnet surveys during 2006-2011 was highest at depths of 110-219 m (Fig. 25). Few siscowets were caught in the shallowest sampling stratum (0-37 m) where lean lake trout were most prevalent. At depths >37 m, siscowet CPUE (geometric mean) was much higher than that of lean lake trout CPUE. Mean siscowet CPUE across all depths was highest in unit MI-4 (45.1 fish∙km⁻¹∙night⁻¹) and lowest in western Ontario (1.2 fish∙km⁻¹∙night⁻¹). In contrast, lean lake trout CPUE across all depths ranged from <0.01 fish∙km⁻¹∙night⁻¹ in MI-3 to 12.9 fish∙km⁻¹∙night⁻¹ in MN-1. The average ratio of siscowet to lean lake trout across all depths and management units during 2006-2011 was 15:1. Since the start of the coordinated surveys in 1996, siscowet CPUE has generally declined in most units (Fig. 26). At the same time, older siscowets have represented more of the age distribution. The proportion of age-20+ siscowets was less than 5% in 1996 but increased to 18.3% in 2006.
Fig. 25. Relative abundance of siscowet (top panel) and lean lake trout (bottom panel) by 36-m depth intervals in Lake Superior management areas during 2006-2011. Black circles represent the geometric mean catch-per-unit effort (GMCPUE = fish·km⁻¹·night⁻¹) and size of circle is scaled proportional to GMCPUE. Canadian management units 1-22 are pooled as ON-W, and units 23-34 are pooled as ON-E. The top of shaded columns indicates maximum depth for that management unit.
Fig. 26. Relative abundance of siscowet lake trout based on geometric mean catch-per-unit effort (GMCPUE = fish·km$^{-1}$·night$^{-1}$) in management units of Lake Superior during 2006-2011 (vertical bars), during 2001-2005 (horizontal black bars), and in 1996 (gray circles). Canadian management units 1-22 are pooled as ON-W, and units 23-34 are pooled as ON-E.
Fishery Yield

Presently there are no targeted siscowet fisheries in Lake Superior. However, siscowets are often harvested incidentally in both commercial and recreational fisheries. Since the 1980s, siscowets have been distinguished from lean lake trout in the U.S. commercial harvest but not in the Ontario commercial harvest. Average siscowet commercial harvest in U.S. waters has increased 58%—from 34,900 kg·yr⁻¹ during 2001-2005 to 55,100 kg·yr⁻¹ during 2006-2011. Recreational yield in U.S. waters averaged 8,000 kg·yr⁻¹ during 2006-2011, which is an increase of 20% from 2001-2005.

Sea Lamprey Predation

Sea lamprey marks were prevalent on siscowets at all depths sampled in coordinated surveys conducted between 2006 and 2011. Average marking rates on siscowets (11.9 Type A, Stages I-III, marks per 100 fish) were
higher during 2006-2011 than during 2001-2005 (5.2 marks per 100 fish) (Fig. 27) and were similar to or higher than marking rates on lean lake trout (Fig. 16). Despite the high marking rates observed on siscowets, the lethality of sea lamprey attacks on siscowets is lower than for leans (Moody et al. 2011). Given that abundance and marking rates on siscowets are higher than on lean lake trout, siscowets likely buffer sea lamprey predation on lean lake trout and other fishes (Moody et al. 2011).

Fig. 27. Sea lamprey marking rates for siscowet lake trout >533 mm total length in Lake Superior management units during 2006-2011 (vertical columns) and during 2001-2005 (horizontal bars). Marking rates were the total number of Type A, Stages I-III, marks per 100 lake trout. Canadian management units 1-22 are pooled as ON-W and units 23-34 are pooled as ON-E.
Growth and Reproduction

In addition to their function in growth and reproduction, lipids in siscowets play a role in buoyancy and aid in vertical migration (Henderson and Anderson 2002; Hrabik et al. 2006; Jensen et al. 2006). As abundance of siscowets increased since the mid-1900s, percent body fat has declined. Average percent body fat for 500-620-mm siscowet measured in 1953 and 1960 was 36% (Thurston 1962; Eschmeyer and Phillips 1965), whereas recent estimates of percent body fat were 8.5% in 1991 (Zabik et al. 1996) and 10% in 2009 (R.E. Kinnunen, Michigan Sea Grant, unpublished data).

Until recently, siscowet reproduction was presumed to be similar to that of lean lake trout. Goetz et al. (2011) measured reproductive timing in southern Lake Superior during 2006-2008 by measuring reproductive hormone levels and histological staging of gonadal tissue and found temporal overlap in spawning time of leans and siscowets. They also observed that a proportion of adult siscowets and leans skip spawning (not spawning every year), and, in a follow-up study in 2010-2011, determined that 12% of lean females and 60% of siscowet females skipped spawning. Further, skipped spawning in siscowets was prevalent across a wide range of sizes (ages) but was only exhibited in smaller (younger) leans (Sitar et al. 2014).

Conclusions and Recommendations

The previous state-of-the-lake report (Ebener et al. 2010) indicated that the FCO for siscowet (Table 1) had been achieved, and this finding is not changed here. Siscowets are still the most abundant lake trout form and are completely self-sustaining, but indications of density dependence are evident: older age structure, decreased percent body fat, and some populations with high incidence of skipped spawning. Although the standing stock of siscowets is high, their resiliency to modest commercial exploitation is unknown. Given their late age at maturity and the likelihood that a sizeable portion of the population does not spawn each year, production potential may be limited as compared with lean lake trout. Sustainability of siscowet populations should be evaluated closely as exploitation is increased.
Offshore Prey Fishes

Trends in abundance of offshore prey fishes were determined mainly from offshore bottom-trawl surveys conducted at >80-m depths in June-August 2001-2011 (no survey in 2007). Biomass of kiyi in the deepest depth stratum (>200 m) was assigned biomass recorded from the 121-200-m depth stratum as kiyi tend to be suspended off the bottom at depths >200 m making this fraction of the population less vulnerable to bottom trawling (Gorman et al. 2012b). Cisco is common in the offshore zone but, being pelagic, is not well represented in bottom-trawl catches at depths >80; the biomass of cisco in deep waters (Fig. 28) is an underestimate (Stockwell et al. 2006, 2007; Yule et al. 2007; Gorman et al. 2012a).

During 2001-2005, bloater and lake whitefish dominated prey-fish biomass in the 81-120-m depth stratum (1.3 kg·ha⁻¹), siscowet lake trout dominated piscivore biomass (2.7 kg·ha⁻¹), and total community biomass was 4.7 kg·ha⁻¹ (Fig. 28). In the 121-200-m and >200-m depth strata, the community was dominated by kiyi, deepwater sculpin, and siscowet lake trout, and total community biomass was near or at 7 kg·ha⁻¹. In 2006-2011, total community biomass in the 81-120-m depth stratum was 5.0 kg·ha⁻¹, slightly higher than in 2001-2005, due mainly to increased kiyi biomass (Fig. 28). The biomass of cisco, bloater, lake whitefish, and shortjaw cisco combined in 2006-2011 peaked at the 81-120-m depth stratum whereas, in 2001-2005, it peaked at 41-80 m suggesting a recent offshore shift in distribution. Similar shifts were evident for pygmy whitefish, longnose sucker, and lean lake trout. The offshore fish community exhibited remarkable stability during 2001-2005 and 2006-2011 due mainly to the relatively unchanging biomass of its principal deepwater fishes: kiyi, deepwater sculpin, and siscowet (Fig. 28).
Fig. 28. Composition and relative biomass of the Lake Superior fish community for two periods, 2001-2005 and 2006-2011. All species were assessed by U.S. Geological Survey offshore bottom trawls (see text for methodological references). Results are presented as average biomass by depth bins. Very few fish were enumerated at depths <41 m.
Hydroacoustic surveys conducted in 2005 and 2011 provide snapshots of the offshore fish community that suggest that lakewide biomass of prey fishes has declined substantially, down 45% from 99.4 kt in 2005 to 54.9 kt in 2011 (Gorman et al. 2012b; Yule et al. 2013). Individually, lakewide hydroacoustic biomass estimates of cisco declined 48%, down from 84.7 kt to 44.0 kt; kiyi declined 39%, down from 9.9 kt to 6.0 kt; bloater declined 62%, down from 2.9 kt to 1.1 kt; but rainbow smelt increased 79%, up from 1.9 kt to 3.4 kt (Gorman et al. 2012b; Yule et al. 2013). These results bolster the hypothesis that predation by fully recovered lean and siscowet lake trout populations coupled with a lack of recruitment of cisco, bloater and kiyi underlies the declines in biomass of prey fishes.
Conclusions and Recommendations

In contrast to the nearshore fish community, the offshore fish community during 2001-2011 appears to be relatively stable. Given that ~81% of fish community biomass inhabits offshore waters (Gorman et al. 2012b) and is dominated by native species, the offshore community appears healthy and is likely to remain stable in the near future. However, the lack of moderate-to-strong year-classes of cisco after 2003 has resulted in small spawning populations.

As is consistent with the Prey Species (FCO) (Table 1), the prey assemblage continues to be dominated by indigenous species, as it has for more than 30 years. Although prey-fish populations have declined in nearshore waters, they do not appear to have declined in offshore waters that contain, based on raw bottom-trawl data, 81% of fish biomass. However, the lack of substantial year-classes of cisco after 2003 and bloater and kiyi after 2005 raises a flag of caution. Current populations of these indigenous prey fishes are comprised mainly of older fish. Agencies should consider conserving spawning stock to improve the prospects that reproductive capacity is maintained.
AQUATIC NUISANCE SPECIES

The fish community objective for nuisance species has three sub-objectives: to prevent the introduction of non-indigenous aquatic species, prevent or delay their spread, and to eliminate or reduce their populations where possible (Table 1). Depreciation of native fish populations in the Great Lakes caused by non-indigenous nuisance species, such as the sea lamprey, zebra mussel (*Dreissena polymorpha*), and round goby has been extensive. Moreover, the Great Lakes continue to remain vulnerable to new aquatic invasions, such as the current threat posed by Asian carps (i.e., silver carp and bighead carp). Currently, Lake Superior contains at least 97 non-indigenous aquatic species, 19 of which are fish (Trebitz et al. 2009). Prior to 2008, monitoring of aquatic non-indigenous nuisance species in Lake Superior was either single-species focused or was secondary to other research and monitoring efforts. The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service’s (FWS) ruffe surveillance program ended in 2007 after which focus shifted toward implementing a more comprehensive early-detection program for non-indigenous fishes in general, based on a need identified by the Lake Superior Binational Program (2008).

To provide for early detection, Trebitz et al. (2009) developed and Hoffman et al. (2011) refined a sampling approach to monitor invasion-vulnerable areas of the Great Lakes using the St. Louis River at Duluth, Minnesota, as a case study. While conducting this case study in 2005-2007, several previously undetected invasive species were collected in the St. Louis River estuary, including quagga mussel (*Dreissena bugensis*), pea clam (*Pisidium henslowanum*), two oligochaete worms (*Paranais frici* and *Pristina acuminate*), an amphipod (*Echinogammarus ischnus*), and New Zealand mud snail (*Potamopyrgus antipodarum*) (Trebitz et al. 2009). The recommended fish sampling approach developed by Trebitz et al. (2009) was adopted by the FWS in 2008 and is being continued in the St. Louis River estuary. Other sampling efforts include early detection and monitoring of non-native mollusks at eight marinas in and around Chequamegon Bay, Wisconsin, and early detection of invasive fish also in Chequamegon Bay, the upper St. Marys River, and Thunder Bay, Ontario. All three locations were selected for monitoring because they host large volumes of shipping traffic. No new non-native fish species were detected at any location through
2011, but, in 2010, faucet snails (*Bithynia tentaculata*) were collected from Chequamegon Bay, the first confirmed detection of this non-native invertebrate species in Lake Superior.

In 2010, the Lake Superior Binational Program’s Lake Superior Work Group completed a Lake Superior Aquatic Invasive Species Complete Prevention Plan (Lake Superior Binational Program 2014). The plan outlines new recommended actions to be implemented by state, tribal, provincial, and federal U.S. and Canadian agencies, in addition to existing efforts to prevent new aquatic invasive species from entering and becoming established in Lake Superior. Implementation of this plan calls for periodic reporting via updates disseminated from the Lake Superior Lakewide Management Plan (Lake Superior Binational Program 2008).

**Conclusions and Recommendations**

The FCO for nuisance species (Table 1) has not been fully achieved. No new non-native fish species were detected during this reporting period, and one new non-native invertebrate species was detected. New introductions of non-native and potentially invasive species remain a threat to the inshore fish communities of Lake Superior. In response, agencies have shifted from a single-species surveillance effort in local areas to one that is more systematic and comprehensive. Detecting a new species early and while still geographically limited allows for the possibility of preventing range expansion. Agencies should continue to implement and, where possible, expand comprehensive early-detection and monitoring efforts for non-native fishes in those areas most vulnerable to new introductions. Agencies should also implement the actions recommended in the Lake Superior Aquatic Invasive Species Complete Prevention Plan (Lake Superior Binational Program 2014).
SEA LAMPIRE

The population of spawning sea lampreys during 2006-2011 averaged 58,000, slightly more than the upper bound of the allowable maximum of 56,000 (point estimate of allowable maximum, 37,000 ± 95% CI of 19,000). Although larger than desired, the spawning population during 2006-2011 was reduced considerably from the previous reporting period, 2001-2005, when the spawning population averaged 105,000 (Fig. 29; Steeves et al. 2010). Sea lamprey control, based mainly on lampricide (3-trifluoromethyl-4-nitrophenol (TFM) and Baylucide) treatments of streams and embayments harboring larvae, began in Lake Superior in 1958 in response to sea lamprey predation on lake trout, following the establishment of the sea lamprey in the late 1930s (Hansen et al. 1995). Subsequently, stream treatments were refocused from an even distribution of effort within a lake to a basin-wide distribution based on cost effectiveness or cost/kill (Heinrich et al. 2003). Beginning in 2005, over half of the streams treated were selected based on expert judgement, geographic cluster optimization, and other criteria such as large-scale treatment strategies (a large-scale treatment strategy will be deployed on Lake Superior tributaries in 2016). The remaining treatments during this period continued to be selected based on cost/kill. A combination of increased treatment effort allocated using a combination of these tactics accounts apparently in the lower abundance of sea lampreys in this reporting period.

Fig. 29. Expenditures ($US) on granular Bayluscide (vertical bars), 3-trifluoromethyl-4-nitrophenol (TFM), and staff days to control sea lamprey in Lake Superior and corresponding annual estimates of spawning sea lamprey abundance (line) from 1985 through 2011. The effects of sea lamprey control efforts do not affect the estimates of spawner abundance for at least two years.
The average annual cost for lampricide application effort (staff days), TFM usage, and Bayluscide usage all increased between 2001-2005 and 2006-2011 (Fig. 29). The average amount of TFM (and cost) used annually to treat Lake Superior tributaries increased from 6,440 kg ($0.3 million) during 2001-2005 to 10,905 kg ($0.5 million) during 2006-2011 (Fig. 29). Lampricide usage has also increased during 2006-2011, both in the application of TFM to tributaries and Bayluscide to embayments. The use of Bayluscide to assess the distribution of larval sea lamprey in embayments or lentic areas increased starting in 2004. Use of RoxAnn™ technology, beginning in 2005, has resulted in sonar-based quantification of embayment substrates and a more efficient evaluation of the distribution of larvae within these substrates. These assessments have resulted in the treatment of 26 lentic areas (435 ha) with Bayluscide during 2006-2011.
As of 2011, there were 16 low-head barriers on Lake Superior tributaries built specifically to block adult sea lampreys from migrating further upstream to spawning habitats. These barriers eliminate the need for upstream lampricide applications, although the use of barriers reduces fish-species richness above barrier sites (Dodd et al. 2003). The 16 barriers include 12 conventional (no fish passage), two with fishways, one with a variable-crest, and a modification of a conventional dam (Black Sturgeon River, Ontario). Barriers constructed since 1990 have either been of a variable-crest design (Big Carp River, Canada) where the barrier crest can be lowered to the stream bed to enable fish passage when sea lampreys are not migrating or have incorporated trap-and-sort fishways to provide for selective passage of other fishes (Brule River, Wisconsin, and Big Carp River, Ontario). Two low-head barriers (Stokely Creek and Gimlet Creek, a Pancake River tributary) were refurbished, and one barrier (Sheppard Creek, a Goulais River tributary) was decommissioned during 2006-11.

Conclusions and Recommendations

The Sea Lamprey FCO that calls for suppression to levels that cause only insignificant mortality on lake trout (Table 1) is not being met. While adult sea lamprey abundance targets were met during 2009-2011, marking rates remained high, and models indicate that sea lampreys remain a major source of mortality on lean lake trout. Further work remains to evaluate the extent and effects of sea lamprey attacks on other hosts (e.g. siscowet lake trout, lake whitefish, and cisco). The control agents should continue to monitor tributaries after treatment to detect recolonization and/or unexpectedly large numbers of treatment survivors and to search for lentic areas that require control.
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